A cylindrical sound wave is radiated into an unbounded ideal gas by an infinite circular cylinder that executes a sinusoidal pulsation uniformly along its axis with small amplitude and moderate frequency for only one period. In the leading order of approximation, the weakly nonlinear propagation of the wave is studied for the case of sufficiently large acoustic Reynolds number up to the stage that its profile develops into a cylindrical N wave with a tail. In the near field, solving the linear wave equation gives the near-field solution, which has a tail following the body part of the wave. The tail of the velocity profile decreases asymptotically in proportion to t * -4 as t * -• o• at a fixed point in the near field and to t * -5/2 at a fixed point in the far field (t * is the time from the beginning of the pulsation). The tail vanishes in a high frequency limit with an acoustic Mach number being fixed. In the far field, an exact solution, which matches with the near-field solution, is obtained for a far-field equation by the method of strained coordinates. The evolution of the two shocks and the tail are then examined by making use of the equal-areas rule. At large distances from the cylinder, the whole profile of the wave approaches to an N wave with a long tail.
INTRODUCTION
The weakly nonlinear propagation of cylindrical waves has been studied as a problem of fundamental importance in nonlinear acoustics. 14 We shall consider a nonperiodic problem, where an infinite circular cylinder in an unbounded ideal gas executes a sinusoidal pulsation uniformly along its axis for only one period. The radiated sound wave consists of a sinusoidal body part and a tail. At large distances from the cylinder, the whole profile of the wave approaches to a cylindrical N wave with a tail. An analogous nonperiodic problem has recently been studied for a spherical wave by 
which means that the nonlinearity is weak. We also suppose that an acoustic Reynolds number R• is sufficiently large:
R e ----ca/6*>• 1, ?': the ratio of specific heats; cp: the specific heat at constant pressure; Po: the density in an initial undisturbed gas).
•2 Condition (2) allows neglecting the dissipation effect at least until a shock wave is formed. Once a shock is formed, we can regard it as a discontinuity under this condition, The equal-areas rule is accordingly available for analyzing the case is, however, essentially embraced within the present and hence no tail has appeared. We shall examine the behavior of the tail in detail: in the velocity profile, it decreases asymptotically in proportion to t * -4 as t * -, oo at a fixed point in the near field and to t * 5/2 at a fixed point in the far field (t *: the time from the beginning of the source motion), whereas, according to Ref. 5, the tail of the spherical wave decays as e '* at a fixed point in both the near and far field.
The problem considered in this paper is relevant to that of a steady supersonic flow past a pointed slender body of revolution with finite length: the wave pattern received at large distances from the body is an fir wave with a tail (sonic boom). Whitham • has studied this problem; his result for the behavior of the tail far from the body is very similar to that in the present problem. The problem of the supersonic flow however corresponds to that of pulsating cylinder in the case of 6 = O( 1 ) and •,• 1 (large amplitude and low frequency case)•o rather than the present case, because fluid particles on the body "oscillate" between the pointed noses of the body along its surface (this means "large amplitude") and because the maximum radius of the body is very small compared with a typical wavelength (this means "low frequency"). Although here we are not concerned with the large amplitude and low frequency case, the result by Inoue and Gotoh ]6 may be worth noting: They have considered weakly nonlinear propagation of spherical waves radiated by a sphere executing a steady sinusoidal pulsation in the case of 
I. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We shall consider the weakly nonlinear propagation of a cylindrical wave radiated in an unbounded ideal gas by a pulsation of an infinite circular cylinder. The cylinder is supposed to execute a sinusoidal pulsation which lasts for only one period, i.e., 0 < t * < 2re/w, where t * is the time and co is an angular frequency of the pulsation. The pulsation of the cylinder is also assumed to be uniform along its axis, in the case where there is no variation in the acoustic response in the axial direction. The particle velocity of the fluid has thus only the radial component u*(r*,t*), where r* is the distance from the axis of the cylinder. The wave motion concerned can be described in terms of a velocity potential ß * (r*,t *) such that u 
where ?' is the ratio of specific heats •ø and h is the Laplacian operator defined as c•r 2 r
The normalized radial velocity u and the normalized pressure disturbance p can be expressed in terms of the nondimensional velocity potential q) as
The gas is assumed to be uniform and at rest for t<0.
The initial conditions for dp are therefore qb----0 at t=0. The boundary condition (9) with (10) can be reduced to
Or where H(t) is the Heaviside unit step function defined by 0, for t<0,
The initial and boundary value problem ( 8 ) and ( 11 ) 
where B is a constant given by B -----(3rr/4A)0, 
the first-order far-field solution takes the form
IV=F(&), & = ft(t--•/+ 1),
where r/is determined as a function of r and t by a relation
V = r-eftA(y+ 1)(•/•-I)F(•). (34)
The new In the high-frequency limit of 12 
Equations ( :o(rre (CO)
